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1 Overview of the problem and research aims

The phenomenon of non-finite clausal arguments has always drawn researchers’ attention.
In particular, the problem of covert, non-lexical subjects (PRO) that appear in embedded
infinitival clauses and their status has been the subject of an ongoing discussion for almost
sixty years.

Already the first works that advocate the existence of PRO and draw a line between raising
and control (Chomsky 1965; Rosenbaum 1974; Postal 1974) aim to determine the contexts
where these phenomena are available, often arguing for their complementary distribution
(see various classifications of predicates that embed a non-finite clause developed by Sag and
Pollard (1991), Jackendoff and Culicover (2006), Davies and Dubinsky (2004), and Landau
(2000, 2015)). The issue is closely related to the general problem of licensing of nominals
and the DP / PRO distribution.

For many years the core claim has been that overt subjects and PRO do not appear in the
same syntactic environment. To account for this a later version of Case theory has intro-
duced a special null Case assigned in non-finite clauses exclusively to PRO (Chomsky and
Lasnik 1993; Bošković 1997), while overt DP subjects are left Case-less and illicit (following
Chomsky’s (1981) Case filter constraint).

Opponents of the null Case approach postulate other special features (Tense, Agr) to
distinguish between finite and non-finite functional heads that select referential and non-
referential subjects (Landau 2000; Sigurðsson 2008).

In addition to this, there are several papers that oppose the very idea of complementary
distribution of DPs and PRO and argue that these items can alternate freely (McFadden
2004; Sundaresan and McFadden 2009).

The aim of my thesis is to contribute to the discussion of non-finite complementation
and DP / PRO alternation by examining previously undescribed data from Russian and
comparing it to examples from other languages. The central question under consideration
is: Is the subject position of a non-finite clause restricted to an empty category only, and if
not, what is required for an overt DP subject to become licit?

The thesis focuses on sentences with a matrix evaluative adjectival predicate, such as važno
‘important’, interesno ‘interesting’, or a deontic modal (možno ‘allowed’, nužno ‘necessary’,
nel’zja ‘not allowed’) that selects a non-finite clausal complement. I demonstrate that in
these contexts both obligatory control and ECM-like relations can be established and DP /
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PRO alternation is allowed (1).

(1) a. Mašei
Maša.dat

važno
important.n.sg

/ nado
necessary.n.sg

[PROi+ sdelat’
do.inf

vmeste
together

zadanije].
task.acc

‘For Mary it is important to do the task together.’ ← obligatory control

b. Važno
important.n.sg

/ nado
necessary.n.sg

[zadaniju
task.dat

byt’
be.inf

sdelannym
do.ptcp

vmeste].
together

‘It is important for the task to be done together.’ ← overt embedded subject

I compare these data to cases of DP / PRO alternation reported for other languages, in-
cluding English (Pires 2007), Irish (McCloskey 1980, 1985; Chung and McCloskey 1987;
Harley 2000; Bondaruk 2006), Romance languages (Mensching 2000; Sitaridou 2002, 2007;
Herbeck 2011) and Dravidian languages (Mohanan 1982; Sundaresan and McFadden 2009),
and I come up with a novel analysis in terms of cross-clausal Case assignment, inspired by
a combination of the classical Case licensing theory and the more recent claim that DPs
and PRO are not inherently in complementary distribution (McFadden 2004). I propose
that, although DPs and PRO can be merged within the same syntactic environment, an
overt DP subject of an embedded clause must be licensed by checking its [uCase] feature
with a functional head. Although T0 in a non-finite construction is inherently deficient, in
sentences with a matrix evaluative / deontic modal predicative Case valuation can be done
by a matrix applicative head that introduces a Holder.

I further demonstrate that Russian data complement the known cases of cross-clausal A-
dependencies (Wurmbrand 2018), adding Appl0 to the set of functional heads that allow
long-distance Agree and providing an example of a genuinely long-distant Case assignment
across a CP boundary, which can be analyzed in terms of cyclic Agree (Legate 2005).

2 The structure of the thesis

The thesis has the following structure. In the introductory chapter I discuss the research
problem, present the main theoretical assumptions adopted in the thesis and provide an
overview of the basics of Russian morphosyntax.

Chapter 2 aims to establish the empirical background by presenting the two classes of
predicatives that are central for the discussion of DP / PRO alternation: evaluative predicat-
ives, such as važno ‘important’, interesno ‘interesting’, and deontic modals (možno ‘allowed’,
nužno ‘necessary’), which embed a clause and allow a DPDAT / prepositional Holder.
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First, I discuss the semantic and syntactic distribution of these items, drawing a parallel
between adjectival predicatives and short adjectives (Bonch-Osmolovskaja 2003; Say 2013).
Second, I thoroughly examine the properties of the clausal argument and the matrix Holder,
determining their syntactic status. In particular, I argue that (i) evaluatives and deontic
modals are unaccusative predicates that select a clausal complement, and (ii) the matrix
Holder is a noncore argument introduced by a high applicative head, adapting Pylkkänen’s
(2008) structure.

Chapter 3 focuses on constructions with a matrix predicative, a dative DP and an embed-
ded non-finite clause and addresses the question of the relations between the DP and the
understood embedded subject.

Based on the results for various diagnostics, I demonstrate that an embedded clause can
contain either a PRO subject obligatorily controlled by the matrix Holder, or an overt
referential subject; furthermore, the latter does not have to raise into a matrix clause position
to be licensed. The DP / PRO alternation is not conditioned by the structural size or the
Tense – Agr characteristics of the embedded clause. However, it is not entirely free, and is
described by the following Two-Dative Generalization (2).

(2) The Two-Dative Generalization: An embedded overt referential subject is allowed
only when there is no potential dative DP controller available within a higher clause.

In Chapter 4 I examine several possible ways to formally account for the proposed gener-
alization: the Case licensing approach, Landau’s (2000, 2004) Agree theory of control and
Sundaresan and McFadden’s (2009) selection based approach. I argue that the Case licensing
approach successfully captures most of the properties of the DP / PRO alternation in Rus-
sian, however, its standard version should be revised to allow long-distance Case assignment
across a CP boundary. I demonstrate that, unlike, for instance, in Turkish (Şener 2008)
and in Mongolian (Fong 2019), Case licensing in Russian is genuinely long-distance as the
embedded subject stays relatively low in its clause.

Chapter 5 provides further support for the proposed generalization. It considers Russian
verbs of order and permission and demonstrates that they, too, support both obligatory
control and cross-clausal Case assignment and comply with the Two-Dative Generalization.
To account for the similar properties of sentences with these verbs and deontic modal pre-
dicatives, I argue that verbs of order and permission are lexical realizations of a verb of
communication that embeds a silent deontic modal head; the latter, in turn, selects a pro-
position as its complement. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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3 Findings: main theses

1. Contrary to Williams (1987), Lasnik (1998), and Stepanov’s (2007) claims, Russian
allows long-distance A-dependencies across a CP boundary.

2. DPs and PRO can be available in the same embedded environment and their distri-
bution does not necessarily correlates with the structural size, Tense and agreement
characteristics of the non-finite clause.

3. Unlike PRO and φP variables, overt DPs must be licensed by Case, complying with
Chomsky’s Case filter. As non-finite T0 / C0 is inherently defective and cannot value
the [uCase] feature on a nominal, DPs are often illicit in the embedded subject position.
However, they can, in principle, be licensed by a higher functional head, if its Case is
not checked by a matrix argument.

4. The reported cross-clausal Case licensing complies with the general restriction on
Agree. High Appl0 is added to the set of functional heads that can establish an
A-dependency non-locally – T0 and v0.

5. To value its [uCase] feature with a matrix head, an embedded subject does not have
to raise to the embedded Spec,CP to become accessible. In Russian, genuinely long-
distance Case licensing is attested, confirming the idea of cyclic downward Agree and
Case assignment (via C0) (Legate 2005; see also McFadden (2009) opposing this ap-
proach).

The research also contributes to the study of Russian and Slavic languages in general, as I
present a formal syntactic analysis for the previously under-described groups of predicatives.
In addition to this, a novel structural representation for constructions with a mandative verb
is proposed. Finally, the thesis touches upon such topics as non-finite subordination in modal
existential constructions, syntactic properties of main clause infinitives and the distribution
of case concord predicates in embedded infinitival clauses.
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